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VICTORIA PARK 
118 Wellesley St West 
308 8346 

HERNE BAY 
54 Jervois Rd 
378 8555 

PONSONBY 
139 Ponsonby Rd 
378 8252 

PARNELL 
164 Parnel l  Rd 
358 1333

KHYBER PASS 
409 Khyber Pass Rd
529 2777

BASSETT RD
154 Remuera Rd 
524 6666

REMUERA
400 Remuera Rd 
523 1594 

DOMINION RD 
250 Dominion Rd 
623 0811 

MT EDEN VILLAGE 
417 Mt Eden Rd 
638 9780

TAKAPUNA 
Cnr Hurstmere Rd & Ki l larney St 
486 1770 

DEVONPORT 
Cnr Clarence St & Wynyard St 
445 2989

KINGSLAND
420 New North Rd 
815 9207

WESTMERE
164 Garnet Rd
360 4035

ELLERSLIE
87 Main Highway 
571 2567

                    GREY LYNN
23 Wil l iamson Ave
(Cnr Wil l iamson & Scanlan)
953 3310

W E L L I N G T O N

THORNDON
53 Hutt  Rd
473 1637 

KELBURN 
85 Upland Rd 
475 7849

COURTENAY PLACE 
27 Courtenay Place 
385 9600

D I D A ’ S 

DIDA’S WINE LOUNGE
54 Jervois Rd HERNE BAY
376 2813

S E R V I C E S
DELIVERY
National and International

GIFT PACKS
For all occasions

FUNCTIONS
We cater for it all

SALE AND RETURN
By arrangement

GLASSWARE LOAN/HIRE
Wine, Beer, Spirits

ADVICE
On everything wine related

MONTHLY OFFERS
Hot and exclusive!

FUN AND EDUCATION
We’re known for it. It’s fun

CLICK & COLLECT
It’s so convenient. Join us
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NEW STORE

D O N ’ T  D R I N K
A N D  D R I V E

PRICES VALID UNTIL 2/08/2020 OR WHILE STOCKS LAST

Ah, France. Wonder how they're doing. It might not be quite the time to hop  
on a plane and go off in that particular direction (or any direction!), but in our 
shamelessly wine-loving hearts, we're right there. Where they make the good 
stuff. Of course, so do we, but the French, they have that je ne sais quoi don't they? 
With their champagne, and their burgundies, and their bordeaux, and their  
aromatics, their rosés and their cognac, and their Sauvignon Blanc. Anyway, the 
point is, the French have set the pace for so long that whenever anyone is making 
anything, they invariably look over their shoulder to see how it measures up. 
Benchmark is the word we're looking for. Even if it's just to say, 'we'll do it  
differently,' there's no denying who it is we're trying to do it differently from.

So, currently prevented from going there in the flesh, we're taking a trip in that 
most sleekly gorgeous of vehicles, our minds, with a bit of assistance along the 
way from some photographs and a healthy dollop of expertise accumulated over 
the last 75 years as wine retailers and all-round aficionados. Come with us.

In our rush to go Gallic, we haven't forgotten the vinous gems in our own back 
yard. We have one foot firmly in Martinborough, Marlborough, Central Otago, 
Gisborne and Hawkes Bay, and we even stretch out over the ditch to our  
Australian compadres, because they, too, know how to make a good vino. And 
since these days we're all-encompassing, we delve into New Zealand's very own 
whisky wizards, Thomson, and Scotland's Benriach distillery, some excellent 
Kiwi craft beers and, what do you know? Non-alcoholic spirits! They're cool. 
Check them out.

Stay warm.

Jak Jakicevich 

Going Gallic
We go on a virtual adventure in France  

D I D A ’ S  W I N E  L O U N G E  |  5 4  J E R V O I S  R D



11516 FARMERS MARKET 
MERLOT MALBEC 2013

On the nose forward blackberry and plum aromas 
are supported by nuances of chocolate and spice. 
Generously flavoured Gisborne fruit, with supple 
tannins and a smooth mouthfeel.

$9.99
$14.99
NORMALLY

A mixed case of
all six wines for

A CAse of KiwiA CAse of Kiwi
98778

Local Winery Deals
Shop Local, Support Local as Kiwi Wineries Make a Comeback

17914 RAPAURA SPRINGS  
LIMESTONE  PINOT NOIR 2016

$25.00
With only 3,150 bottles of this produced, the need 
to clear it leaves you the winner. Made from the top 
twelve barrels of Awatere fruit, it delivers lush black 
cherry, notes of spice and a supple generous finish. 

13294 THREE PADDLES  
SAUVIGNON BLANC 2016

The Three Paddles wines are produced by one of 
Martinborough’s great winemakers, Roger Parkinson  
at Nga Waka. A fruity, forward Sauvignon Blanc with 
an abundance of passionfruit and melon characters.

11629 PASK INSTINCT  
LIQUID GOLD  CHARDONNAY 2018

$16.50 
A lively, fruit-driven and easy-drinking Chardonnay 
from pioneering Hawkes Bay winery, Pask. Juicy 
stonefruit flavours are complemented by a dash of 
fresh pineapple. 

10768  GROWER’S MARK  
SV  PINOT NOIR ROSÉ 2017

$9.99
This Single Vineyard Gisborne rosé delivers a vivid  
burst of ripe Pinot Noir fruit channelling notes of 
strawberry, raspberry and cherry. Textural and full 
bodied, it finishes with crisp acidity. Bargain price.

$10.99

$19.99
NORMALLY

$18.99
NORMALLY

$16.99
NORMALLY

3

17775 TOREA 
PINOT NOIR 2019

The Torea range is all about ready-to-drink, value 
for money wines. Their smart, textural Pinot Noir is 
packed with intense aromas and flavours of spice-
edged cherry, raspberry and strawberry.

$16.99
$18.99
NORMALLY

$31.99
NORMALLY

$89.00

SAVE

47%

SAVE

35%

SAVE

33%
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Mud House was established in 1996, and proves that big can be beautiful and comes with 
benefits; in this case, exceptional value. And that although a company of good size, 
'sustainable' not only matters, but can be embraced. Owned since 2014 by Accolade Wines, 
Mud House wines have great international distribution enabled through this ownership. 

The Mud House vineyards are situated in three of New Zealand's wine regions, Central 
Otago, Waipara and Marlborough. In each region they have single vineyards that produce 
their premium wines, expressions that over-deliver for the price point. 

In Bendigo, Central Otago, is their Claim 431 vineyard, a smart Pinot Noir site planted in 
2003. In Waipara, Mud House have The Mound vineyard, planted in 2002, predominantly 
in Riesling grapes (hot tip: Mud House have a seriously large holding of Riesling, so the 
fruit in their $11.99 Riesling demands a price tag far in excess of what they're asking;  
and right now, they need to sell a lot of Riesling). 

Lastly, in Marlborough, the Mud House home and cellar door is at the Woolshed Vineyard 
in the Wairau Valley. Here, Sauvignon Blanc is dominant. The winemaking team is headed 
up by guitarist, camper, home brewer and general all-rounder, Cleighten Cornelius.

Mud House
VIDEO

M U D  H O U S E  N E W  Z E A L A N D

14719   SOUTH ISLAND PINOT GRIS 2020 $12.99
14687   MARLBOROUGH SAUVIGNON BLANC 2019 $12.99
13894   MARLBOROUGH RIESLING 2019 $12.99
13893   MARLBOROUGH CHARDONNAY 2019 $12.99
13897   HAWKES BAY MERLOT 2019 $12.99
The 5 wines above only $11.99 a bottle when you purchase a case of 6

14841   RAPAURA MARLBOROUGH SAUVIGNON BLANC 2019  $16.99
14362   GROVETOWN MARLBOROUGH PINOT GRIS 2019 $16.99
14364   OMAKA MARLBOROUGH CHARDONNAY 2017 $16.99
14369   THE NARROWS MARLBOROUGH PINOT NOIR 2019  $16.99

14672   CENTRAL OTAGO PINOT NOIR 2019 $20.99



BROOKFIELDS H AW K E S  B AY

16032  SUN DRIED MALBEC 2019

$22.99  CASE OF 6 $21.99 A BOTTLE

From the capable hands of seasoned winemaker Peter 
Robertson. Hand-harvested grapes are sun-dried on 
racks to concentrate the flavours and enhance the lush 
aromatics. Dense, velvety, spicy and boldly styled.

SADDLEBACK C E N T R A L  O TA G O

17120  PINOT NOIR 2018

$25.99  CASE OF 6 $24.99 A BOTTLE

A drink-now, fruit-driven Pinot Noir from A-list Central 
Otago producers Peregrine. Bursting with floral notes 
and redcurrant aromas, it’s opulently juicy, with spice-
edged characters of raspberry and wild strawberry.

 DOMAINE 

GROS-TOLLOT S O U T H  O F  F R A N C E

43750  LA 50/50 2018

$27.99  CASE OF 12 $26.99 A BOTTLE

Burgundians Anne Gros and Jean-Paul Tollot thrive 
in France’s south, responding avidly to the differing  
climate there. Old Grenache, Syrah and Carignan vines 
create a vibrant refreshing, fruit-driven table wine.

PERELADA E M P O R D À ,  S PA I N

88018  5 FINQUES RESERVA 2016

$22.99  CASE OF 6 $21.99 A BOTTLE

Blend of Garnatxa, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Syrah, 
Samsó, Monastrell and Cabernet Franc grapes. Red 
fruits, spice, balsamic notes. Fresh and balanced; an 
accomplished, complex expression of Empordà terroir.

ROCKBURN C E N T R A L  O TA G O

13891  TIGERMOTH RIESLING 2016

$30.99  CASE OF 6 $29.99 A BOTTLE

With a light touch, winemaker Malcolm Rees-Francis  
allows his terroir to speak for itself. Vibrant aromas of 
apricot and mandarin, the delicious mineral-flinty edge 
underlining a palate of lively tangerine and lime notes.

DOMAINE REWA C E N T R A L  O TA G O

14549  CHARDONNAY 2018

$44.99
Mendoza and Clone 15 Chardonnay, wild fermentation 
and French oak. Impressive complexity, concentrated 
ripe peach, rockmelon and lemon with flint and spice. 
An expansive mouthfeel.  An extremely long finish. 

AMISFIELD C E N T R A L  O TA G O

15405  PINOT GRIS 2019

$32.99  CASE OF 12 $31.99 A BOTTLE

More attractively Alsatian in style than most. A richness 
and breadth on the palate with finesse and elegance on 
the finish. A Central Otago Pinot Gris with personality 
and poise. This wine is both fleshy and fruity.

WILD EARTH C E N T R A L  O TA G O

16029  CHARDONNAY 2019

$27.90  CASE OF 12 $26.90 A BOTTLE

Central’s cool climate delivers an elegant Chardonnay 
bursting with citrus and stonefruits. The palate is pure 
and refined, an attractive delicacy combined with well 
integrated oak. Great as an aperitif or with fish. 

DOG POINT M A R L B O R O U G H

18409  CHARDONNAY 2017

$40.99  CASE OF 12 $39.99 A BOTTLE

An increasingly iconic NZ Chardonnay, its singular style 
is not for everybody, e.g. Chablis drinkers. A full-bodied 
wine with citrus characters, a chalky minerality, notes 
of roasted nuts and toasty/savoury overtones.

newreleases

TOP SPANISH 
PRODUCER

THE TERROIR DOES 
THE TALKING

PRIME VINTAGE 
IN THE BAY

TWO ICONS 
PAIR UP

MADE BY 
PEREGRINE

WAIRAU 
VALLEY ACES

BOUTIQUE & 
BIODYNAMIC

SOUTHERN 
A-LISTERS

COOL CLIMATE 
ELEGANCE

PERELADA P E N E D È S ,  S PA I N

88132  BLUE FESTIVAL BRUT RESERVA CAVA

$12.99
A reserva cava made from Spanish varieties Macabeo 
and Parellada. Amazing price for the extended aging 
process it underwent before disgorgement. An exercise 
in control and balance, it's round, rich and mouthfilling.

DIRECT 
IMPORT
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ShirazvsSyrah

14640 BROOKFIELDS BACK BLOCK 
HAWKES BAY SYRAH 2019   $17.99 

11465 PASK HAWKES BAY SYRAH 2018  $20.99 

11219 CRAGGY RANGE GIMBLETT GRAVELS 
HAWKES BAY SYRAH   $32.99

15594 SMITH & SHETH CRU HERETAUNGA 
HAWKES BAY SYRAH 2017   $34.99

23403 MR MICK  
CLARE VALLEY SHIRAZ 2016  $13.99 

22353 KILIKANOON THE LACKEY  
BAROSSA VALLEY SHIRAZ 2018  $17.99 

21269 CHAPEL HILL THE PARSON  
 McLAREN VALE SHIRAZ 2018  $19.99

29854 YALUMBA SAMUEL’S COLLECTION 
BAROSSA SHIRAZ 2018   $22.99

As a variety, Syrah and Shiraz are one and the same: a thick-
skinned grape producing wines with bold colour, their tannins rich 
with moderate acidity. Australian wines generally reference Shiraz 
on the label, which gives us an idea of what style we can expect. 
While we often think of Australian Shiraz as being bold and con-
centrated, fruit forward and, perhaps, jammy, more than ever, such 
generalisations can prove tricky. The Barossa Valley’s warm climate 
produces lush, textural wines full of chocolate, black fruit and spicy 
characters; Coonawarra's warm, red soils bestow a peppery touch; 
MacLaren Vale’s proximity to the sea adds a more open, breezy note 
to the wines, with Clare Valley providing that distinctive minty 
touch. All these styles are represented in the selection below. 

The same variety grown in New Zealand takes the name Syrah.  
In doing so, it gives a nod to the cool climate Syrah produced in the 
northern parts of the Rhône valley. There, you characteristically get 
savoury and leather notes with a marked black pepper influence. 
There’s often a burnt-rubber note consistent with this variety when 
grown in a cool climate. Silky tannins are typical as well. All of 
these characters are the very same ones you’ll find in New Zealand 
Syrah, hence our adoption of the name. The lifted aromatic nature 
and vibrant colour is often due to a touch of Viognier in the blend. 
While Syrah makes up a very small percentage of plantings in New 
Zealand, everyone is talking about it, not least the producers in the 
Rhône Valley.

6



One of the defining characteristics of Nga Waka, a pioneering  
Martinborough winery, is consistency. Consistency in approach, in 
winemaking, and consistency in their wines, for 26 vintages. The  
story of their people shares the same characteristics – Roger  
Parkinson has made every wine since their first vintage in 1993 and 
Vineyard Manager, Mike Kershaw, has tended the vines since 1996.  
A change of ownership in 2015 to Jay Short and his wife Peggy 
Dupey has seen a slow but steady stream of positive developments at 
the winery. “I don’t think there is another winery in Martinborough 
that has had the same winemaker for 26 vintages," says Jay. "Roger’s 
technical skill as a winemaker and his local knowledge is reflected 
in the high quality of the wines he produces.” Jay and Peggy initially 
worked with Roger on improving Nga Waka’s vineyards, expanding 
their holdings from 10 hectares to over 20. The new vineyards have 
been renamed the Pirinoa Block and the Mike Kershaw Block, in rec-
ognition of Mike's 23-year commitment to Nga Waka. Plans to build 
a cellar door are also underway, and former Glengarry stalwart, 
Mick Hodson, has been appointed GM. Nice move, Nga Waka.

NgaWaka
consistently consummate

TE KAIRANGA
19953 RUNHOLDER PINOT NOIR 2017

$34.99 CASE OF 6 $33.99 A BOTTLE

Martinborough is internationally lauded for its Pinot 
Noir wines, and Te Kairanga is in the top tier there. An 
aromatic flurry of cherry, blackberry, spice and florals 
augments a vivid, concentrated palate of velvety and 
complex lingering layers. Heady and hedonistic.

ATA RANGI
10566 LISMORE PINOT GRIS 2018

$32.99 CASE OF 12 $31.99 A BOTTLE

Alsace influenced, it's all white nectarine, pear and 
citrus freshness for this very expressive Pinot Gris. 
Creamy, nutty, a hint of savoury spice, a silky textured, 
nicely weighted palate. Good drinking while young, this 
will benefit from time in the cellar.  

MARTINBOROUGH VINEYARD
13745 TE TERA PINOT NOIR 2018

$25.99 CASE OF 6 $24.99 A BOTTLE

Martinborough Vineyard has garnered global acclaim 
for its Pinot Noir. A bold nose of earth, cherry and berry, 
with hints of mushroom and toasty oak. The wonder-
fully succulent, spice-accented palate displays tiers of 
soft fruit flavours wrapped in a silky texture.

ESCARPMENT
10287 PINOT NOIR 2017

$50.99 CASE OF 6 $49.99 A BOTTLE

Escarpment’s house style, with the opulent, earthy, 
savoury characters beautifully balanced and textured. 
While it’s drinking well right now, this will develop quite 
happily in your cellar for a good few years.

CRAGGY RANGE
13946 TE MUNA ROAD PINOT NOIR 2017

$42.99 CASE OF 6 $41.99 A BOTTLE

Craggy Range made the bold decision to pursue a  
single vineyard philosophy, to select the best NZ sites 
and plant vines suited to that terroir. This has paid huge 
dividends, with the winery picking up the Top Single 
Vineyard trophy at the NZ Wine of the Year Awards.

NGA WAKA
17589  ROSÉ 2019

$16.99
A fresh, crisp and dry rosé wine made from  
prime Martinborough Pinot Noir fruit. Delicate 
aromas of cherry and strawberry enhance an 
understated palate of berryfruit flavours, with 
a sliver of spice and flinty mineral notes.

NGA WAKA MARTINBOROUGH 
14334   PINOT NOIR 2016 $30.99
15813   LEASE BLOCK

PINOT NOIR 2018 $37.99

7

MARTINBOROUGH

JAY S H O R T &  PEGGY D U PE Y
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We take a trip to the birthplace of some of the world's great wine styles

France embodies the essence of winemaking, not to mention the enjoyment of the product itself, and many of the world’s  
finest vinous practitioners take their inspiration from the holy grails of Burgundian Pinot Noir and Chardonnay, the legendary 
reds and the sweet wines of Bordeaux, the aromatic wonders of Alsace, the spicy opulence and deft balance of the Rhône  
Valley’s blended wines, the delicious delicacy of Chablisean Chardonnay, the smoky, mineral elegance of the Loire Valley  
Sauvignons, or the deceptively pale yet dazzlingly weighted Provençal rosés. And really, who can forget the effervescent  
pinnacle that is French champagne? Indeed, it just goes on. It has to said that their wine styles did take over the world, and 
while the rest of us have imitated and replicated and made expressions every bit as interesting, the original, the benchmark, 
the genesis of great grape growing, winemaking and production really did begin in France. It's where ‘terroir’ rules, and all 
about where you’ve grown your grapes and the quality of the fruit to be found in that region. The wines are labelled to reflect 
this ethos, with region generally taking pride of place over all other factors. So if you want to start knowing more about what 
you drink, France is your beginning point. If you’re already a French fan, well, we’re preaching to the converted. Santé!

Francea tour of

Champagne

Nothing has quite the cachet of a bottle from Champagne. In a 
world where big companies and corporate ownership are often 
frowned upon, champagne continues to write its own set of 
rules. Champagne’s unique character comes not only from its 
hallowed terroir, but also from the centuries of painstakingly 
accumulated experience, particularly when it comes to blending. 
For their sheer consistency, the non-vintage expressions from 
the big players are in a league of their own, and their frequently 
eye-watering financial resources allow them to stockpile vintage 
upon vintage in order to create a seamless transition of excel-
lence from one year to the next. There are bargains to be had via 
some of the more discreet houses, or from the intriguing and 
singular Grower champagnes. Whatever your tastes and what-
ever your budget, we have a huge selection to choose from.

LO U IS  S IPP
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champagne | the houses

DRAPPIER
43565  CARTE D’OR BRUT NV 

$49.99
CASE OF 6 $47.99 A BOTTLE

Drappier is considered the finest boutique 
producer in the Côtes des Bar region of the Aube 
district, the southernmost region of Champagne. 
It is headed up by Michel Drappier, the eighth 
generation to run the family business. Exponents 
of organic and traditional practices, the Drap-
piers employ minimal amounts of sulphur and 
a low dosage approach that bestows a dry and 
aromatic elegance upon their expressions. Made 
entirely with juices from the first pressing, with 
Pinot Noir grapes contributing more than 75%. 
Unfiltered and with a reduced dosage, this is 
imbued with elegance and authenticity.

CHARLES
HEIDSIECK
41522  BRUT RÉSERVE NV 

$89.99
Charles Heidsieck’s provenance is immense, 
its origins going back to 1785. The wines are 
matured 25m underground in chalk cellars from 
the 11th Century, under the watchful eye of Chef 
de Cave Thierry Roset who is stamping his own 
touch of genius on this distinguished brand. At 
his disposal is the largest collection of reserve 
wines in Champagne. Plump, fleshy and opulent, 
the Charles is a triumph. Deeply golden with 
a complex and voluptuous nose, sun-drenched 
fruits (mango, apricot, plum), notes of pistachio 
and almond and layers of creamy texture.

$99.99
NORMALLY

MOËT & CHANDON
47211 IMPÉRIAL BRUT NV

$59.99
With the largest estate in Champagne at its disposal, 
the giant-striding Moët & Chandon brand is still a force 
to be reckoned with in the quality and consistency 
stakes. Their Impérial Brut NV is broad and stylish, with 
a creamy presence and a vibrantly elegant character. 

PIPER-HEIDSIECK
48119 CUVÉE BRUT NV

$54.99
The oldest of the three Heidsieck champagne houses, 
Piper-Heidsieck has established itself as one of the 
most consistent and reliable of the champagne brands. 
Full of exuberant charm and drinking particularly well,  
it is one of the best-priced for this level of quality. 

MOUTARD
41508 GRANDE CUVÉE BRUT NV

$43.99 CASE OF 6 $42.99 A BOTTLE

Produced from 100% Pinot Noir, additional complexity 
is achieved through the use of older reserve stocks. The 
seductive bouquet of peach and pear is underpinned by 
touches of almond and brioche. With creamy textures 
and an elegant finish, it has the weight for food as well.

POL ROGER
48210 BRUT RÉSERVE NV

$79.99
One of the few champagne houses remaining in family  
hands, Pol Roger's chalk cellars run below the Avenue 
de Champagne for over 7km. Their NV has exquisitely  
balanced flavour and texture, the lush, opulent fruit and 
toast defined by precise, refreshing citrus and acid.

PERRIER-JOUËT
47810 GRAND BRUT NV

$69.99
Perrier-Jouët were the originators of the ubiquitous 
Brut style, and the first house to release a dry-style 
champagne back in 1854, when everyone else was still 
doing sweet. Famous for the superb Belle Epoque, they 
also make this very good non-vintage champagne.

DELAMOTTE
46455 BLANC DE BLANCS 2012

$125.00
Delamotte is the sibling of legendary champagne house 
Salon. The last Salon released was the heralded 2008. 
While 2012 was an exceptional vintage, there won’t be  
a Salon, so that fruit, from the finest sites in the Côte de 
Blancs, goes to Delamotte. Sensational champagne.  

$160
NORMALLY

$49.99
NORMALLY

$69.99
NORMALLY

$79.99
NORMALLY
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HENRI GIRAUD
48346  DAME JANE ROSÉ NV 

$99.00
CASE OF 6 $47.99 A BOTTLE

Located in Aÿ, the home of great Pinot Noir, all 
the Henri Giraud wines are made from Grand 
Cru vineyards. It is all about the oak, taken from 
the now neglected Argonne forest, historically 
the source of all oak used in champagne. Until 
recently very much a Grower, rising popularity 
has led to Giraud purchasing fruit, technically 
propelling them into négociant status. Techni-
calities aside, these are unique wines, with this 
the new rosé in the range, the Hommage base 
wine blended before bottling with Aÿ Grand 
Cru Pinot Noir from 70-year-old vines.

10

champagne | the growers
Many vignerons in Champagne sell their fruit to the large established 
houses, but a good number of small, family-run units craft their own 
champagnes from their vineyards. The wines are often bottled on the 
premises and come in a diverse range of distinctive styles reflecting the 
idiosyncrasies of their particular terroir. Grower champagnes are not 
a new concept, but the diversity, complexity and individuality of these 
boutique styles sets them apart from the mainstream. With corporati-
zation of the industry so prevalent, many aficionados are developing a 
taste for these smaller scale, hand-crafted champagne styles. 

PAUL BARA
48370 RÉSERVE GRAND CRU BRUT NV

$59.99 CASE OF 6 $58.99 A BOTTLE

Paul Bara have been producing superb grapes off the 
same 11 hectares for seven generations A Grand Cru 
Pinot Noir with power and drive, the high percentage 
of reserve wines providing impressive richness and 
complexity. It has had three years in the cellar prior to 
release and has a dosage of 11.2gm/L.

ANDRÉ JACQUART & FILS
48390 EXPERIENCE PREMIER CRU BRUT NV
$54.99 CASE OF 6 $53.99 A BOTTLE

Located in the villages of Les Mesnil and Vertus and 
headed up by the fifth generation of the Jacquart family. 
100% Chardonnay, 70% aged in stainless, the balance in 
oak. An expressive nose leads through to a creamy- 
textured palate with superb fruit, weight and length. No 
malolactic fermentation, and dosage is a mere 4gm/L.

SERGE MATHIEU
48350 TRADITION BRUT NV

$54.99 CASE OF 6 $53.99 A BOTTLE

A small family house doing everything themselves. 
Malolactic fermentation is carried out with great  
delicacy, endowing these supremely elegant wines 
with a creamy richness. Intense red fruits, brilliant  
texture and weight. An approachable style that will  
appeal to a wide range of champagne lovers.

LILBERT-FILS
48380 BLANC DE BLANCS GRAND CRU BRUT NV
$69.99 CASE OF 6 $68.99 A BOTTLE

Located in the village of Cramant in the Cote de Blancs, 
records show the Lilbert family have been cultivating 
vines since 1746. They turn out wines of exceptional 
quality. White floral aromatics with hints of honey, the 
palate clean and fresh with a pure line of acidity through 
the middle, followed by a dry and delicate finish.

J LASSALLE
48360 PREFERENCE PREMIER CRU BRUT NV
$64.99 CASE OF 6 $63.99 A BOTTLE

Lassalle is run by three generations of women, with 
50% of the tiny production heading to the US. Lassalle  
led the way, the first of the Growers to really make 
waves in that market. They have 11ha, all Premier Cru. 
There’s a definitive house style to the Lassalle wines, 
one of delicacy, freshness and unassailable quality.

$120
NORMALLY

48356 HENRI GIRAUD ESPRIT DE GIRAUD 
BRUT NATURE NV    $59.99
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LOUIS SIPP 
46966  PINOT GRIS 2016 

$27.00
CASE OF 12 $26.00 A BOTTLE

The domaine is managed by founder Louis 
Sipp's great-grandson Etienne, who has  
converted the operation to organic production. 
The company combines traditional methods  
with modern equipment, the grapes all hand- 
harvested and the wines produced from local 
wild yeasts. The resulting expressions display 
great finesse and an affinity for their Ribeau-
villé terroir. One of Alsace's top producers,  
Louis Sipp are renowned for delivering some  
of the region's best value. The rich and generous 
tendencies of their wines are accompanied by 
a balancing hand of finesse and a voluptuous 
velvety texture at their core.

Alsace
The spiritual home of the aromatic expression, this battle-scarred 
region of overwhelming beauty is home to some of France’s most 
profound wines. While nowadays in French hands, the region’s 
German bloodlines still flex their muscle. Within its long and narrow 
confines, a host of geological combinations produce a stunning array 
of flavours, fragrances and textures, setting the benchmark for Pinot 
Gris, Riesling, Pinot Blanc, Muscat and Gewürztraminer.

GISSELBRECHT
47028  PINOT GRIS 2018 

$21.99
CASE OF 12 $20.99 A BOTTLE

The Gisselbrecht family have been producing 
wine in Alsace for over 300 years. Originally 
selling their wines to négociants, in 1936 Willy 
Gisselbrecht became an independent wine-
maker/merchant, one of the first to bottle his  
own wines. Today the company is run from 
Dambach-la-Ville by his grandsons, Philippe 
and Claude, where the company owns 17 ha  
of some of Alsace’s finest vineyard sites.  
The family also own significant parcels in the 
Grand Cru Frankstein Their entry-level Pinot 
Gris delivers superbly rich and spicy restraint 
and delicacy that’s hard to go past.

GIS S EL B R EC H T

GISSELBRECHT
47041  PINOT GRIS 2015
GRAND CRU FRANKSTEIN 

$39.99
CASE OF 12 $38.99 A BOTTLE

Alsace is a wonderfully easy region to understand, displaying as it 
does the grape variety on the label, with AOC and Grand Cru – that’s 
it. This, from one of the Grand Cru vineyards in Alsace, is a big step up 
from the AOC Gisselbrecht. With deep and complex aromatics, it  
develops crystallised fruity notes of apricot, peach, some smoky notes  
typical of granite soils. Round and generous, lingering and intense.
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Burgundy
The wines produced from this stretch of vinous real estate are among 
the world’s greatest. The only simple thing about Burgundy is that if it’s 
red it’s Pinot Noir or Gamay, and if it’s white it’s Chardonnay (more or 
less), and from there on it gets trickier. Inheritance laws have seen vine-
yards divided into ever smaller family parcels, and within a sea of small 
producers, it is not uncommon for a single vineyard to have numerous 
owners. Although they technically fall within Burgundian boundaries, 
areas such as Chablis and Beaujolais retain their own distinct identities, 
varietals and characteristics.

DOMAINE DE
BELLENE
42823  MAISON DIEU 
BOURGOGNE ROUGE 2017 

$32.99
CASE OF 6 $31.99 A BOTTLE

One of the new Burgundian breed, Nicolas  
Potel has converted many of his growers to 
organic practices, and adhering religiously to his 
philosophy, Domaine de Bellene is 100% organic, 
carbon neutral and uses donkeys and horses 
for all vineyard work. Nicolas has gone from 
strength to strength, establishing himself as one 
of Burgundy’s top winemakers. Packed with 
exotic, earthy, spicy red fruit aromas. The palate 
displays forward cherry and raspberry flavours, 
a velvet texture and supple tannins. 

42814 DOMAINE DE BELLENE SAINT-ROMAIN  
VIEILLES VIGNES BLANC 2016 $46.99

DOMAINE
ROMANIN
43730  TERROIR DE FUISSÉ 
POUILLY-FUISSÉ 2018 

$32.99
CASE OF 6 $31.99 A BOTTLE

Domaine Romanin is located in the village of 
Fuissé, at the heart of the famous vineyards of 
Pouilly-Fuissé, where the Vervier Family are into 
their fifth generation of winegrowing. Sustainable 
viticulture, manual harvesting, time-tested cellar 
techniques and scrupulous attention to detail 
are all key components. This, then, is from the 
limestone soils of Mâcon and arguably its finest 
vineyards, those of Pouilly-Fuissé. A smart blend 
of power and sensitivity, poised minerality and 
hedonistic honeysuckle, fruit and cream. 

43734 DOMAINE ROMANIN MÂCON-VILLAGES 
WHITE MÂCON-FUISSÉ 2018  $22.99
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DOMAINE 

SEGUIN-MANUEL
45476 CHABLIS 2018

$42.99 CASE OF 12 $41.99 A BOTTLE

With cellars situated just outside the city walls of 
Beaune, Thibaut Marion's main production is from the 
golden slopes of Burgundy known as the Côte d’Or. 
Alongside that, he produces this excellent Chablis. 
It’s a  classic Chablis style, with oyster shell, flint and 
mineral characters, off vines at least 25 years old.

DOMAINE 

SÉGUINOT-BORDET
40477 CHABLIS 2018

$27.99 CASE OF 12 $26.99 A BOTTLE

A step up from Séguinot-Bordet's Petit Chablis, the 
fruit is sourced off 25-year-old vines, the wine rich and 
elegant, with fresh notes of honeyed flowers and spice 
enhanced by biscuity tones, a creamy texture and a 
bright, tingling mineral finish. 

DOMAINE 

SÉGUINOT-BORDET
40474 PETIT CHABLIS 2018

$24.99 CASE OF 12 $23.99 A BOTTLE

Jean-François Bordet is 13th generation in the  
family business, their roots in Chablis stretching back 
to 1590. His entry-level Chablis is vibrant and richly 
flavoured, boasting a refined palate of crisp flavours 
and fresh, tingling mineral notes. 

CAVE DU 

PIERRES DORÉES
40785 LA ROSE POUPRE BEAUJOLAIS 2018
$17.99 CASE OF 6 $16.99 A BOTTLE

Made from Gamay Noir off vines with an average  
age of 40 years, grown on sandy granite and clay soils. 
This saw semi-carbonic maceration, around 25%,  
with the rest of the fruit treated to standard red wine 
production. Honest, well made, exceptional value.

CAVE DU

CHATEAU DES LOGES
40782 BEAUJOLAIS-VILLAGES 2018
$17.99 CASE OF 6 $16.99 A BOTTLE

A co-operative with 150 members working 450ha. Here 
you’ll find carbonic maceration and a forward, easy- 
drinking style. This boasts an expressive nose with 
aromas of red fruits. Tender and balanced, with fruity 
notes and good vibrancy on the palate.

beaujolais

chablis The Loire
With its 80-plus appellations, the Loire is a treasure trove of vinous 
expressions, from the Sauvignon Blanc-derived, smoky, mineral-tinged 
Sancerre and aromatic, steely-flavoured Pouilly-Fumé to the equally 
eminent wines of Vouvray, fashioned from Chenin Blanc and ranging 
from austere to opulent. The Loire offers a quality/bargain metric that, 
quite frankly, nowhere else in France can match. The best expressions 
taste like a million bucks, and cost a fraction of that.

BOURILLON
DORLÉANS
40991  LA COULÉE D'ARGENT 
VOUVRAY SEC 2017 

$27.99
CASE OF 6 $26.99 A BOTTLE

The Bourillon family have been making wine at 
Rochecorbon in the Vouvray appellation of the 
Loire Valley for generations, their immaculate 
vineyards sustainably managed and the Chenin 
Blanc fruit for their wines hand harvested and 
matured in the medieval caves alongside the 
winery. Headily aromatic, the honeyed palate 
weighty, with nuances of chalk and lime and  
a mouth-tingling texture, showing a flintiness 
and minerality unique to the Loire.

40992 DOMAINE BOURILLON DORLÉANS 
LA BOURDONNERIE VOURAY DEMI-SEC 2017  $27.99

40977 DOMAINE BOURILLON DORLÉANS 
LA COULÉE D'ARGENT VOURAY SEC 2015 $24.99

40974 DOMAINE BOURILLON DORLÉANS 
VOUVRAY BRUT PREMIUM NV  $24.99

PASCAL JOLIVET
40982 SANCERRE BLANC 2018

$36.99 CASE OF 12 $35.99 A BOTTLE 
One of a new breed of winemakers in the Loire 
producing powerful, elegantly styled Sauvignon 
Blanc expressions. His Sancerre is graceful and 
restrained, displaying a dry and flinty minerality 
complemented by a vibrant, citrus-edged finish.

PASCAL JOLIVET
40927 POUILLY-FUMÉ 2017

$37.99 CASE OF 12 $36.99 A BOTTLE

On the opposite bank of the Loire to Sancerre 
is Pouilly-Fumé, also Sauvignon Blanc country, 
but with its own soils and climate. Elegantly 
flinty, with generous white peach characters 
and a bright finish.
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Bordeaux
Reinforced by its imposing châteaux, the aristocratic Bordeaux  
holds court at the centre of France’s vinous universe. The largest AOC 
area in France, with 86,000ha of vineyard plantings and 60 million cases 
produced annually, when combined with the peerless pedigree of the 
world famous reds, the whites of Graves and the seductive Sauternes 
make this a region you cannot ignore. Some of the best value Bordeaux 
wines are crafted by the petits (small) châteaux. They offer serious, 
estate-grown and château-bottled wines crafted by quality conscious 
individuals. These producers work hard at upping the stakes, and many 
are delivering earlier drinking, riper styles that allow a user-friendly 
route into the complex world of Bordeaux wine appreciation.

CHÂTEAU HAUT
COULOUMEY
41135  MÉDOC 2016 

$22.99
CASE OF 6 $19.99 A BOTTLE

Chateau Haut Couloumey carries a rich history. 
King Louis XIV used to hunt in their forests. It 
was replanted in 1998 and now has close to four 
hectares of vineyard in one of the oldest terroirs 
in Bordeaux. Harvesting is done manually 
and herbicides are shunned. Merlot-dominant, 
earthy on the nose, with plum, currant, a touch 
of cinnamon and oak on the palate. A freshly 
elegant Médoc that’s good drinking right now.

CHÂTEAU
BOURGNEUF
41196  POMEROL 2016 

$89.00
CASE OF 6 $79.00 A BOTTLE

One of the oldest family-owned properties in 
Pomerol, having been in the hands of the Vayron 
family since 1821 and now managed by them 
for eight generations. 90% Merlot, 10% Cabernet 
Franc. Displaying dark plum notes on the nose, 
the structure greets you at the outset. Boasting  
a core of ripe red fruits and well-formed tannins, 
this lovely Pomerol is deliciously velvety with a 
fresh and lively finish. 

PETIT CHÂTEAU



CHÂTEAU LES VALLÉES
42524 BORDEAUX 2016

$17.99 CASE OF 6 $15.99 A BOTTLE

Once owned by one of Napoleon's generals, Château 
Les Vallées was built in the 19th century on the ruins 
of a castle destroyed during the French Revolution. 
Plums and blackberries are given a gentle nudge of 
spice and a helping of fine tannins. Inexpensive, easy 
drinking and a great introduction to Bordeaux.

PETIT CHÂTEAU

CHÂTEAU AIMÉE
42510 MÉDOC 2014

$17.99 CASE OF 6 $15.99 A BOTTLE

It’s a delight to find a Bordeaux at this price that is so 
good. Merlot-dominant, the nose is on the shy side, 
however the palate makes up for it with an abundance 
of generous red fruit flavours. The 40% component of 
Cabernet Sauvignon brings some weight and structure.

PETIT CHÂTEAU

CHÂTEAU MONEINS
40509 HAUT-MÉDOC 2012

$22.99 CASE OF 6 $20.99 A BOTTLE

Committed to the enhancement of their soil, this small 
family estate get the organic farming certification on 
this vintage. Aromas of cherry and red fruits, with a 
neat and supple attack on the palate. A vintage that at 
this quality level provides the enjoyment of an older 
Bordeaux without the price tag or lengthy wait time.

PETIT CHÂTEAU

CHÂTEAU PICHON
LONGUEVILLE
49216  LES TOURELLES DE
LONGUEVILLE PAUILLAC 2016

$99.00
CASE OF 6 $89.00 A BOTTLE

One of the few ‘grands châteaux’ in Pomerol, 
this stunningly appointed estate produces rich, 
full-bodied, concentrated, tannic wines poised 
eloquently between power and refinement, now 
some of the most sought-after in Bordeaux. The 
estate’s second wine, Les Tourelles is sourced off 
the same vineyards and devoted all the care and 
attention of a first wine.

CHÂTEAU

PLINCE
44212  POMEROL 2016 

$79.00
CASE OF 6 $69.00 A BOTTLE

One of the few ‘grands châteaux’ in Pomerol, 
Plince has been owned by the Moreau family 
for four generations. The ten-hectare vineyard, 
consisting of dark sands and iron-rich sub-
soils, is dominated by Merlot plantings, with 
the balance Cabernet Franc. The 2015 Plince 
is 74% Merlot, 26% Cabernet Franc, with the 
dominating character the gorgeous velvety  
finish. Roasted plum notes with a nice dash  
of freshness and finesse. 
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C H ÂT E AU P I C H O N LO N GU E V IL L E
98775  CASE OF SIX

HAUT COULOUMEY | MONEINS | LES VALLÉES | AIMÉE | PLINCE | LES TOURELLES

$199.00



The Rhône
The Rhône twists and turns down the map in a sinewy slalom of 
picturesque villages and steeply terraced vineyards, in the north 
offering up some of Syrah’s finest expressions. The south plays host 
to Grenache and the Rhône’s peerless blended wines, Vacqueyras, 
Vinsobres and Châteauneuf-du-Pape. In between are the rushing 
red rivers of generic, great-value Côtes du Rhône wines. While 95% 
of Rhône production is red, there is delight to be found in the floral 
fragrances of a Muscat Beaumes-de-Venise or the lush apricot and 
crème frâiche nuances of a Condrieu.

CHÂTEAU
MONT-REDON
41399  CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE 
ROUGE 2018 

$57.00
CASE OF 12 $49.99 A BOTTLE

Established in 1344, Château Mont-Redon is 
distinctly old-school; it is, indeed, one of the 
oldest wine-producing estates in France, as well 
as the largest single property in Châteauneuf-
du-Pape. A definitive Châteauneuf-du-Pape 
blend, the fragrant nose of cherry and raspberry 
embellished by peppery notes and toasty oak, 
while the palate delivers plum, berry, chocolate 
and spice, seamlessly integrated and wrapped 
around supple tannins.

41389 CHÂTEAU MONT-REDON LIRAC ROSÉ 2018 
$24.99 CASE OF 6 $23.99 A BOTTLE

BOSQUET
DES PAPES
41307  CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE 
ROUGE 2018  

$77.00
CASE OF 12 $76.00 A BOTTLE

The Boiron family have been making wine at 
this property since 1860. Since 1966 the name 
has been Bosquet des Papes, chosen by Maurice 
Boiron, who has retired. Nicolas Boiron and his 
wife Jeanne-Claire carry on the family traditions. 
Typically a classic rustic style with much aging 
potential, the average age of the vines is 50 years 
plus. Superbly, seductively sweet, with smears 
of vanilla and jam in the grip of mild tannins, 
graced with delicate hints of violets. 

41312 LES VINS DE VIENNE 
CÔTES DU RHÔNE ROUGE 2017   $22.00
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YVES
CUILLERON
41480  VIOGNIER 2018 

$29.99
CASE OF 12 $28.99 A BOTTLE

From his home in the northern Rhône, this 
Condrieu specialist knows how to make the 
Viognier grape sing. In just a couple of decades 
Yves Cuilleron has earned a reputation as one 
of the Rhône’s leading vinous exponents. The 
wines are stunning, with the top expressions 
sold out each year before even leaving the gates 
of the estate. In pursuit of the finest possible 
fruit, Cuilleron’s viticultural approach is all  
natural, the end result power, elegance and  
a superb sense of place.

RÉSERVE 

MONT-REDON ROSÉ
41380 ROSÉ CÔTES DU RHÔNE 2018

$20.99 CASE OF 12 $19.99 A BOTTLE

Salmon pink hues and a relatively intense nose  
embody this refined and elegant rosé wine. Produced 
from Grenache and Syrah fruit, the texture is soft and 
velvety, delivering an easy-drinking expression with 
refreshing acidity on the finish. 

RÉSERVE 

MONT-REDON BLANC
41387 BLANC CÔTES DU RHÔNE 2018

$20.99 CASE OF 12 $19.99 A BOTTLE

A balanced blend of Viognier, Grenache Blanc and 
Roussanne fruit with complex aromatic notes of peach 
and tropical fruit. The palate displays good vibrancy 
and an easy textural presence, a decent dose of acidity 
delivering a refreshing finish.

RÉSERVE 

MONT-REDON ROUGE
41371 ROUGE CÔTES DU RHÔNE 2018

$20.99 CASE OF 12 $19.99 A BOTTLE

An exuberantly rustic blend of Grenache, Cinsault 
and Syrah, robust yet still refined, and offering a good 
degree of complexity and sinewy succulence via its 
bright fruit and earthy characters.

DOMAINE
LE COLOMBIER
45343  VIEILLES VIGNES
VACQUEYRAS 2017 

$27.99
CASE OF 12 $26.99 A BOTTLE

Located in the southern Rhône village of 
Vacqueyras, this historic property is managed 
today by Jean-Louis Mourre, whose father and 
grandfather purchased the property in 1963. 
The vines at the biodynamic Le Colombier are 
some of the oldest in the southern Rhône’s  
Vacqueyras appellation, dating back to 1902. 
A dense, richly fragrant Grenache-Mourvèdre 
blend boasting bright berry characters and 
plenty of weight.

DOMAINE LE COLOMBIER  
45316 6 RATS IGP MÉDITÉRRANÉE 2017  $19.99 
45318 CÔTES DU RHÔNE 2019 $22.99

43100 DOMAINE DES BERNARDINS 
BEAUMES DE VENISE ROUGE 2018 $24.99

DOMAINE DES
BERNARDINS
43102  BEAUMES DE VENISE 
MUSCAT 2018  

375ML $22.99
CASE OF 12 $20.99 A BOTTLE

Like many of this region’s villages, Beaumes 
de Venise has been producing wine since  
Roman times, but is unique for its  ‘vin doux 
naturel’ or sweet fortified wine. The Domaine 
has been a family estate for five generations. 
This is an excellent sweet wine with a suitably 
opulent but intriguingly fresh palate, offering 
lush aromatic notes of butterscotch, honey and 
oranges, with a delicious hint of quince and  
a touch of Provençal herbs. 
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$39.00
NORMALLY



Provence
The first Roman province to be established outside Italy, Provence 
has been turning out the vino since at least 600 BC. Stretched along 
the Mediterranean coast, it is best known for its flagship rosé wines, 
but also produces excellent spicy, flavoursome reds as well as small 
quantities of white wine. The crisp, refreshing rosés have gained an 
international following and account for the majority of Provence’s 
total production.  

C H ÂT E AU L ÉO U B E

SAINT MAX
41407 CÔTES DE PROVENCE ROSÉ 2018
$22.99 CASE OF 6 $21.99 A BOTTLE

A new Côtes de Provence rosé label, this is pale in 
hue with a beautiful aromatic intensity and a vibrant 
and reasonably weighty palate, its plump richness and 
fleshy juiciness tempered by fresh acid and a spray of 
tingling citrus.

MIRA LUNA
45010 CÔTES DE PROVENCE ROSÉ 2018
$32.99 CASE OF 6 $31.99 A BOTTLE

Mira Luna was formerly part of the iconic Miraval estate. 
From low yielding, organic vines, the fruit is hand-picked 
in the early morning to retain the mouthwatering acidity. 
A full-bodied rosé with vibrant aromatics of raspberry, 
redcurrant and hints of white peach.

DOMAINES BUNAN
42752 CÔTES DE PROVENCE ROSÉ 2019
$26.99 CASE OF 12 $25.99 A BOTTLE

From the organic Domaines Bunan overlooking the 
Mediterranean, a lusciously ripe rosé with aromas of 
soft summer fruits and violets. Fresh and tangy, with 
riveting touches of mineral and citrus.

43809 CHATEAU LÉOUBE LOVE BY LÉOUBE 
CÔTES DE PROVENCE ROSÉ 2018 $24.99

42750 CHATEAU LÉOUBE SECRET DE LÉOUBE 
CÔTES DE PROVENCE ROSÉ 2018 $47.99

45000 LA MASCARONNE QUAT 'SAISONS 
CÔTES DE PROVENCE ROSÉ 2018 $26.99

CHÂTEAU

LÉOUBE
42790  ROSÉ DE LÉOUBE 2018  

$27.99
CASE OF 12 $26.99 A BOTTLE

The AOC Côtes de Provence is awash with 
sunshine, fresh tomatoes, olives, herbs and 
superb wines, and it is the sensational pale-
hued rosés that the area is known for. Nestled 
on the Mediterranean coast, Château Léoube 
is certified organic and follows biodynamic 
principles, producing superbly subtle and  
elegant rosés. A blend of Grenache and Cin-
sault, with a touch of Syrah and Mourvèdre. 
Quintessential Côtes de Provence rosé.
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CHÂTEAU
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We have some great online tastings coming up that you can enjoy without leaving home!  
Join us as we get together to taste our way through some excellent drink options,  

in sessions conducted by our own in-house experts as well as the winemakers themselves. 

Live Tastings:  Week nights at 6:00pm 
Held live on Glengarry’s Instagram and available afterwards on Glengarry’s Facebook,  

these are FREE. You can check out what’s coming up on glengarry.co.nz/tastings and purchase the wines, 
beers or spirits online to join in and taste along, or you can just listen in and purchase later. 

Full Length Tastings:  Details on glengarry.co.nz/tastings 
These more in-depth tastings are conducted by our in-house experts or by the winemakers themselves.  

Details will be included explaining how to set up your computer/phone/iPad to join the tasting, which is conducted 
via Zoom. Price includes your tasting mat, 50ml bottles of wines or 20ml of spirits and a link to join the event. 

glengarry in the house 
Experience our tastings from the comfort of your own home
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TOSTI I TA LY

62813  PROSECCO DOC NV

$16.99
Tosti are big producers of sparkling prosecco wines. The ideal aperitif, 
with its delicate bouquet of apple, pear and citrus and crisp, light palate. 
Fresh and fruity flavours are enhanced by a balancing swirl of mineral.

SAINT-MEYLAND F R A N C E

43010  MÉTHODE TRADITIONNELLE

$17.99  CASE OF 6 $16.99 A BOTTLE

Using the same method of production as the champagne houses, this 
French méthode is all class, the rich, yeasty toastiness declaring its  
irresistibly authentic credentials. 

MR MICK C L A R E  VA L L E Y

23401  ROSÉ 2019

$13.99
From Tim Adams Wines, one of Clare Valley’s leading producers. Fruit- 
forward and friendly, this smart rosé is popping with raspberry and 
strawberry notes overlaid with hints of lychee and white peach.

THE NED M A R L B O R O U G H

12246  PINOT ROSÉ 2020

$17.99
A classic bouquet of summer berries and cream with a dash of spice. 
The vibrant palate is dominated by a mouthful of ripe, soft berryfruit 
flavours enhanced by a creamy texture and a bright, vivacious finish.

LAKE CHALICE M A R L B O R O U G H

14738  THE FALCON PINOT NOIR 2019

$16.99  CASE OF 6 $15.99 A BOTTLE

Deftly executed drink-now Pinot Noir at a bargain price. Opens with an 
aromatic volley of black cherry, spice and thyme. Rich and earthy, with 
lingering dark fruit flavours and silky tannins on a rounded palate.

AKARUA C E N T R A L  O TA G O

18771  RUA PINOT NOIR 2019

$22.99  CASE OF 6 $20.99 A BOTTLE

The Rua is a great drink-now Pinot Noir, seductive and affordable, with 
layers of sweet, ripe berry flavours, subtle savoury characters and a 
touch of spice. Soft, supple tannins lead to a long, fruit-driven finish.

RAPAURA SPRINGS M A R L B O R O U G H

17904  SAUVIGNON BLANC 2019

$13.99  CASE OF 6 $12.99 A BOTTLE

A textural, fruit-driven Sauvignon that delivers appealing tropical and 
citrus flavours. An attractive underlying flinty quality combines with the 
generous fruit and crisp acidity to deliver an excellent value wine.

LAKE CHALICE M A R L B O R O U G H

14484  THE FALCON SAUVIGNON BLANC 2019

$16.99  CASE OF 6 $15.99 A BOTTLE

Fresh aromas of passionfruit, blackcurrant and grapefruit introduce a 
crisp palate of gooseberry and ripe citrus tied with subtle green notes, 
the mouthwatering acidity balanced by bold mineral notes on the finish.

KUMEU VILLAGE K U M E U

18240  PINOT GRIS 2019

$16.99  CASE OF 12 $15.99 A BOTTLE

Michael Brajkovich works his magic on the Pinot Gris grape via this off-
dry offering. Stonefruit, pear and floral characters are accompanied by 
a nicely weighted textural presence. Brilliantly priced.

DEVIL'S STAIRCASE C E N T R A L  O TA G O

14771  PINOT GRIS 2019

$19.99
The aromatic little brother of Central Otago's Rockburn Pinot Gris, this 
offers an inviting bouquet of nashi pear with notes of ginger and lemon 
zest on a succulent palate of lush fruit, honey and spice.

MATAWHERO G I S B O R N E

13994  SINGLE VINEYARD CHARDONNAY 2019

$20.99  CASE OF 6 $19.99 A BOTTLE

The Mendoza Chardonnay clone used was grown at the famed Tietjen 
vineyard in Gisborne’s Golden Slopes region. Lush aromatics of stone-
fruit and butterscotch accompany the rich, weighty palate.

CRAGGY RANGE H AW K E S  B AY

11240  GIMBLETT GRAVELS CHARDONNAY 2019

$32.99  CASE OF 12 $31.99 A BOTTLE

Single vineyard Chardonnay with a bright nose of apple and peach  
nuanced with notes of riverstone and oak. Richly generous stonefruit 
flavours are edged with a citrus-like acidity and a dry finish.

Value
Deals
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RABBIT RANCH C E N T R A L  O TA G O

11167  PINOT NOIR 2018

$25.99  CASE OF 6 $23.99 A BOTTLE

A light-on-its-feet, easy-drinker with a charmingly enticing fruit-driven 
character, made under the stewardship of Chard Farm’s John Wallace. 
Juicy and succulent, it signs out with a fresh and tasty finish.

MT DIFFICULTY C E N T R A L  O TA G O

14935  ROARING MEG PINOT NOIR 2018

$27.99  CASE OF 6 $25.99 A BOTTLE

Consistently good drinking year after year, the Meg is a classic Central 
Otago fruit explosion, the red and black berry characters released in a 
smooth rush of crushed fruit, herbs and subtle spice. Ripe and textural.

DE BORTOLI S O U T H  E A S T E R N  A U S T R A L I A

20944  DEEN CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2017

$13.99
A tribute to the trail-blazing Deen De Bortoli. Ripe plum and blackberry 
aromas are backed by herbal notes and hints of coffee, the rich fruit 
flavours enhanced by chocolate nuances and supple tannins.

PAUL MAS S O U T H  O F  F R A N C E

43957  LA FORGE CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2018

$16.99  CASE OF 6 $15.99 A BOTTLE

From one of four family estates covering 100 ha on the hills bordering 
the Hérault Valley in Languedoc. A bright, easy-drinking wine full of red 
and black fruits on the nose and smooth on the palate. Great value.

GRAN FUEDO N AVA R R A ,  S PA I N

88182  VINAS VIEJAS RESERVA 2014

$16.99 CASE OF 6 $14.99 A BOTTLE

A limited edition wine embodying the unique characteristics of the Tem-
pranillo and Garnacha grape varieties. Aged in oak barrels for at least 18 
months, this is an intense, deeply rich wine with a long, elegant finish.

VIDAL H AW K E S  B AY

19480  ESTATE MERLOT CABERNET 2018

$13.99
A Merlot Cabernet blend displaying lovely aromatic wafts of plum and 
berry embellished with a dusting of cedar. A ripe and approachable wine 
complemented by supple tannins and a smooth finish.

BRANCOTT ESTATE H AW K E S  B AY

15152  MERLOT 2019

$12.99  CASE OF 6 $11.99 A BOTTLE

A new-look label from Brancott Estate's core range, this vibrant Merlot 
offers aromas of dark berry, cocoa and cedar that echo through onto 
the palate. Fine tannins support the fruit for a smooth, lingering finish.

LEFT FIELD H AW K E S  B AY

19063  HATCHLING DEER MERLOT 2018

$16.99  CASE OF 6 $15.99 A BOTTLE

A splash of Malbec introduces a lush textural element to the silky Merlot 
proceedings, with the spice-edged berry, plum and violet characters 
enhanced by notes of understated oak and a long, flavoursome finish.

ALPHA DOMUS H AW K E S  B AY

15261  THE FOX MOTH MERLOT 2016

$22.99  CASE OF 6 $21.99 A BOTTLE

An expressive and appealing, beautifully fruited Merlot offering plum, 
sweet spice, dark chocolate and vanilla on the nose. A succulent palate 
is augmented by soft, supple tannins and a lingering finish.

DE BORTOLI DB V I C T O R I A

20923  FAMILY SELECTION SHIRAZ 2018

$9.99
A plush Aussie Shiraz that gets the taste buds glowing. Packed with 
spicy plum flavours, the bright notes of pepper and nutmeg woven into 
a bed of silky textures and supple tannins. Long, rich, full-bodied.

GRANT BURGE B A R O S S A  VA L L E Y

23860  BAROSSA INK SHIRAZ 2017

$16.99  CASE OF 6 $15.99 A BOTTLE

A deeply vivid purple-red in colour, the palate delivering tremendous 
density. Characters of plum, raspberry and dark cherry are nuanced 
with chocolate, coffee and spice notes. Rich, and sensually full-bodied.

TRINITY HILL H AW K E S  B AY

19286  SYRAH 2018

$18.99  CASE OF 6 $17.99 A BOTTLE

A blend of Gimblett Gravels and Bridge Pa Triangle fruit, this is a good 
value Syrah, the spicy dark fruit characters embellished by a supple  
tannin structure and floral notes instilled from the touch of Viognier.

Value
Deals



17276 ALLAN SCOTT BLACK LABEL MARLBOROUGH CHARDONNAY 2018  $19.99 

15894 ODYSSEY GISBORNE CHARDONNAY 2019 $20.50 

16180 AKARUA CENTRAL OTAGO CHARDONNAY 2018 $25.99

10653 MATAWHERO CHURCH HOUSE GISBORNE CHARDONNAY 2018 $27.99 

19828 ZEPHYR MARLBOROUGH CHARDONNAY 2017 $27.99 

18200 KUMEU RIVER ESTATE KUMEU CHARDONNAY 2018  $30.99

15210 CHURCH ROAD GRAND RESERVE HAWKES BAY CHARDONNAY 2018   $31.99  

11345 BROOKFIELDS MARSHALL BANK HAWKES BAY CHARDONNAY 2019  $32.99 

10670 BABICH IRONGATE HAWKES BAY CHARDONNAY 2018  $32.99 

12483 MAN O' WAR VALHALLA WAIHEKE ISLAND CHARDONNAY 2018 $44.99 
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Thankfully the Anything But Chardonnay crew have found something else to whinge about, and this exquisite variety 
capable of producing some of the greatest wines in the world is back in favour. And so it should be, if the current quality  
of Chardonnay in New Zealand is anything to go by – quite frankly, it has never been this good. Chardonnay is a neutral  
variety where the style generally comes from the way it’s made. It is often referred to as 'the winemaker's grape variety'. 
There is an abundance of methods used to create a great Chardonnay, and many decisions the winemakers make that influ-
ence the style. Chardonnay's recent re-emergence has been a little hampered by the changing style, seemingly driven from 
within the cellar and led by winemakers, but unfortunately not that well communicated to general consumers. We have for 
a few years now categorised our Chardonnays into four easy styles: Oak Lite – think Chablisean in style, taut mineral- 
driven wines that evolve beautifully in the cellar; Fat Cat – the opposite, a big style with plenty of toasty oak, buttery and 
creamy notes; Deep & Meaningful – rich and textural without being overtly bold and buttery, mineral and complex without 
the lean austerity;  Peaches & Cream – these are gently rounded, stonefruit-infused early drinkers, a very pleasant style. 

Chardonnay is booming, and these ten Kiwis are stellar exemplars

Chardonnay!Superbly
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Scott Base
T H E  S C O T T S  I N  T H E  S O U T H

Owned by the Allan Scott family, the Scott Base vineyard is 
stunningly sited overlooking Cromwell and Lake Dunstan. 
A longstanding love of Central Otago lured the Marlborough- 
ensconced winemakers to the region. Already an accredited 
sustainable vineyard, the Scotts aim to have full organic status 
in around two years time. The family donate a percentage of 
sales of the Scott Base wines to the Antarctic Heritage Trust.

S C O T T  B A S E  C E N T R A L  O T A G O 

17793 SAUVIGNON BLANC 2019  $21.99 

17757 CHARDONNAY 2018  $24.99

17782 ROSÉ 2019   $24.99 

17577 PINOT NOIR 2018   $26.99 

New Zealand Lighter Wines is a partnership initiative between New Zealand  
Wine Growers and the Ministry for Primary Industries. Launched in 2014, the 
17 million dollar programme invests in the research and production of naturally 
lower alcohol wines containing less than 10% alcohol, a style that is well-suited 
to our cool climate and the conditions in New Zealand. One of the 18 wineries 
involved in this project is Forrest Estate, via their Doctors' range. 

I N  T H E  S N O W  W I T H  Y O U R  P I N K  B E A N I E

Veuve Clicquot
It's Veuve. Besides creating great champagne to elevate the moment, this is what 
they do. Make stuff. In this case, it's a pink branded beanie with your name on it. 
Well, not your name on it, theirs; but if you purchase two bottles of Veuve Clicquot, 
one of which must be the rosé, said pink Veuve beanie will be your very own to wear 
this winter. Talk about fashion statement! And you get to drink champagne. 

49810 VEUVE CLICQUOT BRUT NV $69.99 

49806 VEUVE CLICQUOT ROSÉ NV $79.99 

49827 VEUVE CLICQUOT EXTRA BRUT EXTRA OLD  $99.00 

49833 VEUVE CLICQUOT VINTAGE 2008 $110.00 

49840 VEUVE CLICQUOT LA GRANDE DAME 2008  $199.99 

L O W E R  A L C O H O L  F O R  A  M I N D F U L  J U L Y

The Doctors’

12857 THE DOCTORS’ RIESLING 2018  $18.99 

12865 THE DOCTORS’ PINOT NOIR 2018  20.99 

VIDEO



E D E N V A L E  A L C O H O L  R E M O V E D  W I N E S 
94934   SAUVIGNON BLANC  $11.99

94930   CHARDONNAY  $11.99

94933   ROSÉ  $11.99

94931   SHIRAZ  $11.99

94932   SPARKLING CUVÉE  $11.99

94936   SPARKLING ROSÉ  $11.99

94937   PREMIUM RESERVE BLANC DE BLANC  $16.99

94938   PREMIUM RESERVE SPARKLING SHIRAZ $16.99

94939   PREMIUM RESERVE PINOT NOIR  $16.99

Wine without alcohol . Not an oxymoron

Edenvale
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Edenvale are the leading producers of alcohol-free wine in Australia. The wines are made in the standard 
way via fermentation, where alcohol is produced. Edenvale then use the spinning cone technique. There 
are two key steps in the process: the first is to introduce the wine to the cone and, using nitrogen as the 
carrier, separate the aroma and flavour compounds. These are then held to one side. The wine is reintro-
duced to the cone at a higher temperature to remove the alcohol. Once de-alcoholized, the wine is blended 
with unfermented grape juice and the compounds that were separated, to leave less than 0.3% alc/vol. 
There are various ways of removing alcohol, this being the superior option, as the final product retains 
the aromas and flavours of the initial wine, minus the alcohol. 

VIDEO



VIDEO

VIDEO

VIDEO

Fancy a break? Or perhaps you want to feel the weighty substance of a good spirit 
but still have all your faculties intact the next morning. This, then, is for you. Lyre's 
non-alcoholic spirits are created not by distillation, but the meticulous blending of 
natural essences and extracts. This painstaking process delivers a far superior result 
to that of first distilling an alcoholic spirit, then stripping out the alcohol and with it, 
much of the flavour. These tipples are also free from all of the sugar often hidden in 
non-alcoholic mocktails. Lyre's aim is to make their spirits as close as possible to the 
originals, re-creating their true flavour so they can be easily substituted in a favourite 
mixed drink. "People might want to change their own drinking styles or preferences 
in regards to alcohol, but they won't need to in relation to flavour," says Lyre's flavour  
architect, sommelier David Murphy. And of course, that sense of substance is key. 
"When you're tasting a wine, you're looking at glycerol characters, which influence 
weight and how it finishes to lengthen the palate," he says. "Depending on which 
product, we've used a small amount of chilli or pepper-based extracts, that add length 
and carry to the palate and give a bit of a false alcoholic burn. The Lyre’s portfolio has 
been awarded 10 medals at the 2020 San Francisco World Spirits Competition, so it's 
official: they're good. They look sensational as well. 

Click here to go through to cocktail recipes and bundles
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Non-alcoholic Spirits
Lyre’s

94692   LYRE’S DRY LONDON SPIRIT $44.99
94693   LYRE’S WHITE CANE SPIRIT  $44.99
94694   LYRE’S VERMOUTH ROSSO  $44.99
94726   LYRE’S ITALIAN ORANGE  $44.99
95660   LYRE’S COFFEE LIQUEUR  $44.99



Thomsonthe world beating
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93309   VICTOR GIN HEAVY BOTANICAL  700ML $69.99

93302   VICTOR GIN KAFFIR LIME  700ML $79.99

93387   THOMSON WHISKY TWO TONE RELEASE 700ML $74.99

93382   THOMSON SINGLE MALT WHISKY 
MANUKA SMOKE PROGRESS REPORT 700ML $99.00

With the nation recovering from economic doom and gloom, Kiwis have been patriotically 
lending their support to local industry and produce. From a drinks perspective this is fine,  
and very easy these days if you are a wine drinker or gin enthusiast of course; but what if you 
are usually a patron of, shall we say, rather more Celtic distillations? Whisky production, with 
its requirement for specific barleys and time in barrel, is a daunting and complex task. Luckily 
for us all, some intrepid New Zealanders have nevertheless dutifully taken up the mantle of 
producing some fantastic whisky.

At the forefront with this new wave of artisan distillers is Thomson Whisky. Founded in  
2014, the Auckland based and proudly 100% New Zealand owned and operated company  
have gone from strength to strength. Originally Mat Thomson and his team operated as  
independent bottlers for spirit produced in Dunedin’s Willowbank Distillery; these days they 
blend and bottle whisky produced from their own hand-beaten copper still. 

For a glimpse into what Thomson is all about look no further than the Manuka Smoke Whisky. 
An homage to the smoky classics of Islay, but using a fresh and wholly Kiwi twist with the  
use of native manuka in the smoking process, this whisky reflects a fresh attitude that both  
honours tradition and isn’t afraid to experiment. Not to be left behind by the country’s  
insatiable thirst for craft gins Thomson also produce two of their own. Stripped back but  
heavily botanical, Thomson reference their heavy inspiration by music – these gins are all 
early rock n’ roll, working with some robust basics and the volume cranked up!  | DL    

The artisanal Kiwi distillery standing tall on the global stage

SHOP LOCAL, SUPPORT LOCAL

VIDEO



Few are the nations that can claim to have a history of innovation or 
invention as strong as Scotland. Scots gave us an improved steam engine 
through James Watts, a modern idea of economics courtesy of Adam Smith 
and of course Alexander Bell’s telephone, to name but a selection of  
contributions. Golf, too, can be either credited or blamed on the Scottish, 
depending on your view of it. The Scots also, while perhaps not being 
responsible for the invention of whisky, have certainly given the world a 
majority of the most famous and delicious bottlings of it.

Blending these traditions of distillation and innovativeness so well, and so 
purely Scottish that it’s a wonder ‘Flower of Scotland’ doesn’t ring out from 
the ether when pouring a dram, are BenRiach of Speyside. Established  
in 1898 and operating for a scant two years before, like many others,  
being caught up in and ruined by the Pattison Crash, BenRiach would then 
stay closed for the next sixty-five years. Purchased and revived on several 
occasions from 1965 right through to 2016, the groundwork was neverthe-
less laid early on in this tumultuous period for some of the qualities that 
characterise The BenRiach to this day. 

In the early 1980s, with demand for bottles of Islay outstripping supply,  
the decision was made to produce a peated whisky – an unusual move for  
a Speyside distillery. This tradition continues on, with the company pro-
ducing both peated and unpeated versions.  The BenRiach are also famous 
for their range of different wood casks and finished whiskies. These are 
typically left to mature in the legendary Warehouse 13, a barrel hall for the 
more adventurous and creative of Scotland’s angels to watch over them. 
Darkness and mothballs of the past now firmly behind them, the future is 
surely bright for The BenRiach.  | DL 
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Premium
Jack Daniel’s
92449 GENTLEMAN JACK
DOUBLE MELLOWED TENNESSEE WHISKEY

700ML $64.99
Following mellowing and aging, this goes for a 
second pass through the maple wood charcoal,  
resulting in a wonderfully smooth Tennessee 
whiskey with a rich, full-bodied taste.

Four Pillars
92123  X THE KYOTO DISTILLERY

CHANGING SEASONS GIN

700ML $79.99
A collaboration with Japan’s Kyoto Distillery. 
The last two winners of Gin Distillery of the 
Year come together in a classic Japanese take 
on the unique Aussie approach at Four Pillars.

Herradura
93298 JAK’S DOUBLE BARREL REPOSADO TEQUILA

750ML $119.00
Blue Weber Agave tequila rested in a toasted 
oak barrel for 11 months and for an additional 
month in a new barrel to develop additional 
character and flavour. Smooth and aromatic.

Teeling SINGLE CASK

98564 14-YEAR-OLD IRISH WHISKEY

700ML $149.99
Exclusive to NZ, matured in bourbon barrels,  
this displays the distinctive influence of its 
finishing in Pinot Noir casks from our very own 
Rockburn Winery. Bottled at cask strength.

Don Papa
92309 SMALL BATCH RUM

700ML $79.99
Packed with vanilla notes and a hint of spice, 
this was distilled in small batches from sugar 
cane grown on the Philippine island of Negros, 
and aged in American oak for seven years.

Wemyss
93851 VANILLA BURST 

BLENDED MALT SCOTCH WHISKY

700ML $74.00
A limited release from the Wemyss Family  
Collection, Vanilla Burst is a blend of two sin-
gle malt whiskies from the Speyside region, 
matured in 15 first fill ex-bourbon barrels.

98548   HEART OF SPEYSIDE
SINGLE MALT WHISKY 700ML  $59.99

93061   AGED 10 YEARS
SINGLE MALT WHISKY 700ML  $79.99

93063   SHERRY WOOD 
AGED 12 YEARS
SINGLE MALT WHISKY 700ML  $89.99

98492   AGED 21 YEARS
SINGLE MALT WHISKY 700ML  $239.00

VIDEO

AGED FOR 
SEVEN YEARS

AGED IN ROCKBURN 
PINOT NOIR CASKS

HAND SELECTED BY 
JAK JAKICEVICH



$13.99

98773-8

VISTA
WATERMELON
SPARKLING WATER
355ML 8-PACK

ZERO SUGAR

$5.99

95669

EAST
IMPERIAL
YUZU TONIC
500ML

$2.99

95587

FENTIMANS
TRADITIONAL
ROSE LEMONADE
275ML

92609-4

BEEFEATER
Pink Strawberry 
Gin & Soda
250ML 4-PACK

$10.99

99558-10

White Rum, Apple,
Lime & Sparkling Water 
330ML 10-PACK

GREAT WHITE SHARK

$25.99

92602-4

ABSOLUT
Vodka
Soda & Lime
250ML 4-PACK

$10.99
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Non Alcoholic

Ready To Drink

Spirit Bundles

98926-4

SERO
Aperitivo Spritz
Zero Sugar Zero Carbs 

250ML 4-PACK

$12.99

Winter Bundle
OLD FORESTER

 Bourbon 7 0 0 M L

 FINLANDIA
 Vodka 7 0 0 M L

MOUNT GAY
Eclipse Rum 7 0 0 M L

 98773

3$99
FOR2$139

FOR

Rainy Day Duo
THE BOTANIST
Islay Dry Gin 7 0 0 M L

U’LUVKA
Vodka 7 0 0 M L
98779



Stolichnaya
92780 PREMIUM VODKA

700ML $32.99
The original premium Russian vodka. Crafted  
from the finest Russian wheat and rye, using 
artesian well water, it is triple-distilled before 
undergoing four separate filtrations.

Essentials
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47502   DOLIN PREMIUM CHAMBÉRY 
VERMOUTH ROUGE 750ML $25.99

Crafted from a mixture of plants found in the Alpine meadows above  
Chambéry, based on almost 200 years of family tradition and experience. 
A fresh, elegant nose with a subtle, complex and bittersweet palate.

94556   LILLET ROSÉ APÉRITIF   750ML $39.99
Wine blended with a range of exotic fruit liqueurs and spices. Delicious 
and refreshing served chilled with a twist of orange, Lillet is also lovely 
over ice with a splash of soda, or in a cocktail with vodka or gin.

92952   CHAMBORD LIQUEUR 700ML $52.99
A liqueur with a 300-year-old recipe using black raspberries, Madagascar 
vanilla, Moroccan citrus peel, honey and cognac. Great in cocktails, neat 
or with champagne. Produced by the same family for generations.

92965   PERNOD APÉRITIF 700ML $49.99
Popular in southern Europe for its thirst-quenching abilities, Pernod is 
another variation on pastis, a blend of star-anise essences and aromatic 
herbs. Mix it with water, soda or fruit juice. 

92966  RICARD PASTIS DE MARSEILLE 700ML $54.99
Following the ban on absinthe, pastis was produced to satisfy the thirst 
for anise-flavoured aperitifs, minus the wormwood and the skyscraping 
alcohol levels. Dilute with cold spring water. 

99135   LHÉRAUD PETITE RÉSERVE PRADIÈRE 
COGNAC PETITE CHAMPAGNE  700ML $59.99

A small family-run house that takes on the big players, with everything 
hand-done to an outstanding level. A VS-quality cognac produced solely 
from eaux-de-vie from the appellation Cognac Petite Champagne.

The French have pioneered practically every conceivable style of wine, and 
in doing so have set the benchmark for quality and influenced winemakers 
throughout the world. And as with the likes of Italy and Spain, they have 
an innate and enlightened understanding that wine is a companion to food. 
Although the French are inextricably linked with wine, they have at the same 
time created a diverse range of alternative alcoholic beverages offering a 
wide variety of aromatic flavours and rich textures. From the controversial 
Absinthe to the regal cognacs, their spirits and liqueurs have stamped their 
dominance on the world. The likes of calvados, vermouth and pastis can be 
enjoyed as aperitifs to stimulate the palate either prior to or after a meal.

Hayman’s
93961 LONDON DRY GIN

1LITRE $54.99
High quality London Dry gin displaying fresh, 
crisp citrus aromas and juniper notes on the 
nose. Wonderfully balanced and elegant with 
a delicate finish. Double gold medallist.

Tosti SPRITZ BOX

62847 ARTSPRITZ APERITIVO ITALIANO

$59.99
Everything in one handy box: a bottle of Tosti  
1L ArtSpritz aperitivo and two bottles of Tosti 
Prosecco. Mix on the rocks 40% ArtSpritz and 
60% Prosecco. Garnish with orange peel.

Kahlua
94520 COFFEE LIQUEUR

1LITRE $39.99
The No.1-selling coffee liqueur makes a useful 
cocktail mixer. Aromas of bittersweet coffee 
bean and roasted chestnut, flavours of coffee 
and sweet butter in a creamy concoction.

Jameson
93091 TRIPLE DISTILLED IRISH WHISKEY

1LITRE $49.99
A blend of triple-distilled whiskeys aged in 
bourbon and Oloroso sherry casks. Round and  
smooth with sweet, spicy wood and biscuity 
tones, notes of sherry and a dry, silky finish. 

El Jimador
92841 BLANCO TEQUILA

700ML $44.99
From Mexico’s No.1-selling tequila, made with 
100% blue agave. With no aging, the Blanco 
maintains a clear colour and clean agave taste. 
Perfect for mixing in cocktails.

Versatile Dinner Companions



90835

WILDWOOD PROJECT
ROSELARE

BARREL AGED SOUR RED ALE 2020

750ML $29.99
Made in the style of a Flanders Red Ale, with strong 
fruit flavours of black cherry and redcurrant. Aging 
in NZ red wine barrels soured the beer and imparted 
a hint of vanilla. The key ingredient is time.  | TM

$21.99330ML
6-PACK

91873

HAZE
HAZY PALE ALE

This addition to Deep Creek's core range is a super 
sessionable Hazy Pale Ale. Packed with tropical 
fruit flavours and juicy goodness, it has a modest 
ABV of 4.7%. Easy drinking at its best.
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CreekDeep

Born out of a passion for craft beer, three best mates Paul, Scott and 
Jared got together to make the most flavour fuelled beer they could. 
Years later, with the skill and expertise of Head Brewer Hamish 
Ward and a small team, Deep Creek have been sweeping up awards 
left right and centre for their original and delicious beers. Here are 
two of their latest offerings. 

Clausthaler
In the 1960s to 1970s, breweries worldwide were attempting what 
was thought to be impossible – to brew a non-alcoholic beer; a holy 
grail, if you will. While most breweries gave up, Clausthaler, while 
adhering to the strict Reinheitsgebot, succeeded by embracing a 
passion that bordered on obsession.

The pioneers at Clausthaler realized that instead of trying to take 
the alcohol out of a standard beer, they needed to try a radical 
new strategy altogether, which was stopping the fermentation of 
the brew just before alcohol began to develop. This process came 
to be known as Clausthaler’s Controlled Fermentation, and at the 
time was patented to Clausthaler exclusively. However, these days, 
breweries worldwide have access to the technique.  | KA

96471-4

CLAUSTHALER
ORIGINAL
NON-ALCOHOLIC BEER
330ML 4-PACK 

$6.99
Whether you're the heroic sober driver, or  
participating in a laid back July, you can enjoy 
the genuine full-flavoured taste of a beer that is 
well-balanced, fresh and easy to drink, with a 
delightful citrus nose, creamy mouthfeel on the 
palate, and a pleasing golden hue to match.



94927-4

URBANAUT
BRIXTON PALE ALE

330ML CAN 4-PACK $14.99
Fresh tropical notes, subtle bitterness, hop 
forward. What more could you want in a pale 
ale? Balanced and full-bodied, the Brixton is 
ideal for enjoying all afternoon long.  | MR
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It was in 1664 that Geronimus Hatt founded what is now known as  
the Kronenbourg Brewery; the name originated from the area the 
brewery was forced to relocate to in 1850, due to the excessive flooding 
they saw in the then-known Free Imperial City of Straßburg, Holy  
Roman Empire. Kronenbourg is the fifth-oldest beer brand in the 
world, and still stands to this day; a monument to the test of time and 
master brewing for over 300 years.

The premium beer ‘1664’ is named after the year the Hatt family first 
started commercial brewing. It is brewed with what is known by  
master brewers as the ‘caviar of hops’ Stisselspalt, a peculiar and rare 
hop renowned for its low IBU and fragrant citrus qualities reminiscent 
of grapefruit. Stisselspalt has a preference for a specific soil and  
culture technique requirements, so it is unique to the Alsace region, 
and to Kronenbourg recipes. 

Each bottle is an experience of golden hues, delicate bitter citrus and a 
clean, refreshing finish. Liberate your hard earned thirst, and celebrate 
Glengarry’s French month with an ice-cold Kronenbourg 1664. Viva la 
France! Viva la Kronenbourg!  | KA

Kronenbourg
91778

TUATARA
AOTEAROA PALE ALE

500ML SINGLE $6.99
Award-winning Aotearoa Pale Ale. Tropical on 
the nose and packed full of New Zealand hops, 
this pale ale hits all the right notes of citrus 
and herb flavours with a fresh hop finish.

Craft Beer

KRONENBOURG 330ML 12-PACK

91959-12  $24.99

91929-6

GARAGE PROJECT
BEER

330ML CAN 6-PACK $21.99
The Garage Project OG. Nothing fancy about 
it, it's exactly what it says it is. Pilsner malt, 
Saaz hops and Czech yeast. That’s it.

90924

CASSELS NEW ZEALAND
DOUBLE CREAM MILK STOUT

518ML SINGLE $7.99
Award-winning Christchurch craft brewers 
Cassels & Sons double down on their milk 
stout. Intensely rich and creamy with an  
almost velvety texture, this full-bodied stout 
is a winter essential.

90922-6

CASSELS
LUCKY 6 MIXED PACK

328ML 6-PACK $20.99
Cassels & Sons bring us Lucky 6. Beer made 
how it should be, this mixed pack includes 
their Milk Stout, Red IPA, American Pale Ale, 
Woolston Pale Ale, Dry Hopped Pilsner and 
Lager. A sensational mixed 6 pack.
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